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In the last two decades, nanoparticles (NPs) have been intensively investigated for their potential in a wide range of applications, including biomedicine.[1](#anie201700343-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Ultrasmall NPs (USNPs, considered core size 1--3 nm) can behave significantly different from "larger" NPs of the same material, sometimes presenting unique magnetic, electrical, optical, and catalytic properties.[2](#anie201700343-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} In the last 10 years, the biological interactions of NPs have been extensively studied, showing that, when exposed to biological media, all NPs (even with specially prepared surfaces) interact with biomolecules (proteins, lipids, etc.) that adsorb onto their surface, forming the so‐called "biomolecular corona".[3](#anie201700343-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} This new biological identity can determine the final fate of NPs in living organisms.[4](#anie201700343-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

Most early in vivo biodistribution studies report a common tendency of NPs to accumulate extensively in the liver, with the attendant potential for toxicity.[5](#anie201700343-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} This tendency remains surprisingly high (30--60 %) even with specialized surface coatings and may have significant implications for long‐term toxicity and actively targeted drug delivery using NPs.[6](#anie201700343-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} However, several reports also suggest that USNPs accumulate less in the liver.[7](#anie201700343-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} It has been reported that 2 nm glutathione‐coated gold nanoparticles (GNPs) exhibit efficient renal clearance, with approximately 4 % of the NPs accumulated in the liver, 9 % in the kidney, 5 % in the lung, and 0.3 % in the spleen.[8](#anie201700343-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, it has been reported that luminescent 2.7 nm (core size) tiopronin‐capped GNPs accumulate in the liver and kidneys.[7b](#anie201700343-bib-0007b){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, several examples of NPs of sizes less than 2 nm are known to exhibit much less liver accumulation.[7c](#anie201700343-bib-0007c){ref-type="ref"}

We certainly expect size effects themselves to be significant in, for example, renal clearance where glomerular filtration is known to be size‐dependent and indeed appears to have a filtration‐size threshold. As the particle size becomes very small, the interactions with biomolecules are generally expected to diminish, and those that remain may lead to quite different organizations in which multiple particles interact with a single protein, rather than the reverse.[9](#anie201700343-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The fact that the overall biodistribution could result from different size‐dependent effects (physical filtration and biomolecular associations), combined with the absence of any generally accessible and systematic way of studying the nature (or even presence) of these biomolecular associations, makes it difficult to progress systematic understanding of these effects. Several interesting studies have clarified aspects of the biomolecular interactions with ultrasmall nanoparticles.[10](#anie201700343-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

Here, in order to make contact with the in vivo studies we focus on consequences of particle size and surface on the interactions between USNPs and concentrated biological fluids. We investigate the transition regime between examples in which several proteins can bind relatively irreversibly to the particle, and those where all of the proteins are in rapid exchange, and none bind strongly. We find this transition to be quite sensitively dependent on small changes in size and surface chemistry. We chose gold as an illustrative system and note the convenience it provides in practical biodistribution studies.[11](#anie201700343-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Three representative sizes have been chosen as models: 2 nm GNP (ultrasmall size range), 3 nm GNP and 5 nm GNP, the latter typically considered beyond the ultrasmall range. Moreover, an additional series of 2 nm GNPs with different surface functionalities has been included in the study in order to investigate the role of surface charge/chemistry (see Scheme [1](#anie201700343-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Summary of the GNPs used in this study including size and schematic representation of the ligand chemical structure.](ANIE-56-4215-g005){#anie201700343-fig-5001}

A family of negatively charged monodisperse GNPs functionalized with SH‐PEG(7)‐COOH ligands (GNP‐PEG‐COOH) was synthesized and characterized (Figure [1](#anie201700343-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, Figures S1, S2, S8a, and S10 in the Supporting Information).

![Characterization of 2, 3 and 5 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH: a) Schematic ligand representation; b) TEM images and c) TEM size distribution; d) Absorption spectra; e) Size distribution as measured by DCS analysis.](ANIE-56-4215-g001){#anie201700343-fig-0001}

Clearly, the approaches previously developed to study biomolecular corona formation on larger NPs (10--100 nm) are no longer appropriate for the study of USNPs which can be of comparable size, or even smaller than the biomolecules themselves. Thus the ultrasmall range is located at the edge (or below) of resolution limits of the routinely employed instruments for NPs characterization such as dynamic light scattering (DLS), differential centrifugal sedimentation (DCS) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and to isolate the NP--protein complexes is extremely challenging. Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) are very useful and sophisticated techniques that have been successfully employed to investigate USNP--protein interactions, mainly using single proteins.[12](#anie201700343-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

We used a series of gel assays for in situ investigation of biomolecules--USNPs interactions.[13](#anie201700343-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The GNP‐PEG‐COOH samples (5 nm, 3 nm and 2 nm) were normalized by surface area and exposed to human plasma (HP). Samples were then incubated with 70 % v/v of HP to ensure protein content was in excess. The mixtures were then incubated for 30 minutes and loaded into the wells of an agarose gel next to the corresponding control (NP suspension in phosphate‐buffered saline, PBS).

We observed (Figure [2](#anie201700343-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) that for 5 nm (lanes 1 and 2) and 3 nm (lanes 3 and 4) GNP‐PEG‐COOH NP--protein interactions led to significant changes in NPs mobility (as can be seen from the smear in lanes 2 and 4). In contrast, 2 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH particles exhibit few signs of protein interaction. Different voltage and gel pore size conditions are reported in Figures S3--5 showing similar effects, leading us to conclude that larger particles form more conventional protein corona complexes (illustrated by the evident shift in mobility of the bio‐nanocomplex compared to free NPs), while smaller ones do not. In order to gain further insight into this process, we recorded a full video of NP progression through the agarose gel. For this experiment, a 3.5 % agarose gel was used in order to increase the resolution and observe smaller differences (see Figure S5). For instance, 2 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH demonstrated slightly lower electrophoretic mobility in comparison to the NP control in PBS, at very early time points. This difference can be mainly observed when the NPs enter in the gel (Figure S5). In addition, for the gels in Figures S6--7, gold particle‐protein complexes were isolated by excising the band of interest in the gel and subjected to mass spectrometry (MS) analysis to identify the proteins involved (see Figure [2](#anie201700343-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b and Table S1). There is considerable smearing of electrophoresed gold--biomolecule complexes, possibly reflecting that, for small NP sizes, the interaction of so many different proteins (roughly 3700) generates significant heterogeneity in complex size and composition. It is, however, striking that the qualitative nature of the interactions should change so precipitously around a specific size (2 nm), with highly heterogeneous complexes forming in the vicinity of this transition.

![a) 1 % Agarose gel‐assay in a native buffer. The numbered lanes refer to 5 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH in PBS (1) and in HP (2), 3 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH in PBS (3) and in HP (4), 2 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH in PBS (5) and in HP (6). Below, the image captured by fluorescence detection mode. Note: only 2 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH exhibit fluorescence. b) Mass spectrometry analysis of 3 nm and 5 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH corona complexes isolated by agarose gel electrophoresis.](ANIE-56-4215-g002){#anie201700343-fig-0002}

The observation that corona lifetimes should decrease with size is both intuitively obvious, and also consistent with earlier theoretical observations.[14](#anie201700343-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, it is intriguing that transient particle--protein associations with lifetimes shorter than gel band resolution times still lead to modified mobility whose consequences can be observed in "cyclic capture and dissociation" (CCD) dynamics.[15](#anie201700343-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} As shown in Figure [3](#anie201700343-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} (lane 1 NPs alone, lane 3 HP alone and lane 2 HP first run into the gel, and then "chased" by nanoparticles) while the long term (45 minutes) outcome suggests a modest effect on overall (averaged) particle mobility, the temporal evolution of the CCD dynamics is much more revealing. Thus, (see Figure [3](#anie201700343-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) at early stages (before 10 minutes) the higher electrophoretic mobility of the chasing NPs allows them to overtake the first of the two major HP bands, which they appear to pass without significant retardation. However NPs reach the lower molecular weight plasma region, where they are strongly retarded (Figure [3](#anie201700343-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, *t*=20--25 min), and follow the protein band until, after around 35 minutes, they move independently again. We have found that these effects are typical of particles (and particle surfaces) that are believed to have transient associations, and the retardations were (in molecular systems)[15](#anie201700343-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} interpreted as a consequence of repetitive binding and unbinding of particle and protein within the band, though in our more complex system deduction of explicit affinities will be more challenging.

![CCD experiment in 1 % agarose gel including samples: 2 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH in PBS (1) and in HP (2), HP stained with SYPRO® orange dye (3).](ANIE-56-4215-g003){#anie201700343-fig-0003}

We stress that the transition between the conventional long‐lived "hard corona" complexes and these non‐interacting (or "pseudo‐corona") scenarios is a consequence of the weakening particle‐biomolecular interactions, which is parameterized by both particle size and particle surface. This surface chemistry effect may be illustrated using identical core particles but different ligands (Scheme [1](#anie201700343-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}, characterisation reported in Figures S8--10 and Table S2). Thus (Figure [4](#anie201700343-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) tiopronin (2 nm GNP‐tiopronin, lanes 5 and 6) and glutathione ligands (2 nm GNP‐glutathione lanes 7 and 8) show significant biomolecular corona interactions, whereas PEG‐type ligands (2 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH, lanes 1 and 2 and 2 nm GNP‐α GalPEGSuc, lanes 3 and 4) do not. That outcome is consistent with expectations and may reflect the fact that the former have shorter chain lengths and higher net charge.[16](#anie201700343-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

![3.5 % Agarose gel‐shift assay experiment including samples: a) 2 nm GNP‐PEG‐COOH in PBS (1) and in HP (2), 2 nm GNP‐αGalPEGSuc in PBS (3) and in HP (4), 2 nm GNP‐tiopronin in PBS (5) and in HP (6), 2 nm GNP‐glutathione in PBS (7) and in HP (8); b) 2 nm GNP‐αGalPEGAmino in PBS (9) and in HP (10).](ANIE-56-4215-g004){#anie201700343-fig-0004}

Furthermore, as expected, positively charged 2 nm GNP‐αGalPEGAmino (similar to GNP‐αGalPEGSuc but with opposite charge) also interact strongly with plasma proteins (lanes 9 and 10).

In addition to the smearing observed in Figure [4](#anie201700343-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, there is evidence of a bimodal behavior (see Figure S11) in which some proteins bind and others do not (Figure [4](#anie201700343-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} lanes 6 and 8). This may arise as a consequence of particle heterogeneity (for example ligand density or size), then strongly highlighted by differential protein binding. These observations are consistent with our experience, as well as being of some significance in planning the fabrication of ultrasmall nanodrugs.

When methods are applied in new ways one should exercise caution.[17](#anie201700343-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} For instance, we have sought to study different conditions (electrical field, pore size, etc.) to assure ourselves that this does not in itself greatly influence the exchange process (see Figure S3). With these reservations we may summarise as follows. Firstly, size (in combination with surface) may be used to control, indeed even nearly eliminate, long‐lived interactions between particle and the biomolecular environment. This suggests a transition between the regime where the particle corona identity is relatively fixed[3b](#anie201700343-bib-0003b){ref-type="ref"} to one where it fluctuates rapidly. Certainly, this will lead to quite distinct biological outcomes, potentially interpolating between (non‐associating) molecular drug, and more conventional nanoparticle activity, all of which may be "pre‐screened" prior to biological or in vivo studies.

We also stress that, from a practical perspective, in this ultrasmall size range, even very small particle variations can lead to quite different biophysical interactions, reinforcing the role of "particle quality" for this regime.

Finally, the possibility, enabled by the capacity to purposefully engineer the particle corona, to form transient complex interactions, could lead to a much richer range of "particle--biomolecule" receptor target interactions, qualitatively different from molecules or larger particles. The degree to which receptor recognition paradigms could thereby be enriched is an interesting topic for further considerations.
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